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NEW QUESTION: 1
In order for network monitoring to work properly, you need a PC and a network card running in
what mode?
A. Promiscuous
B. Sweep
C. Exposed
D. Launch
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Promiscuous mode allows the network card to look at any packet that it sees on the network.
This even includes packets that are not addressed to that network card.

NEW QUESTION: 2
When attempting to elicit "change talk" during Motivational Interviewing, the personal trainer
should ______ of the client.
A. make evaluations, express thoughts, identify strategies & make demands
B. make observations, express feelings, identify strategies & make demands
C. make evaluations, express thoughts, identify needs & make requests
D. make observations, express feelings, identify needs & make requests
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Which two statements about the EEM applet configuration are true? (Choose two.)
A. The EEM applet runs before the CLI command is executed.
B. The EEM applet requires a case-insensitive response.
C. The EEM applet runs after the CLI command is executed.
D. The running configuration is displayed only if the letter Y is entered at the CLI.
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
sync
Indicates whether the policy should be executed synchronously before the CLI command
executes.
nocase
(Optional) Specifies case insensitive comparison.
Here we see that the sync knob was enabled so A is correct. However, C is not correct as the
nocase argument was not used, so the applet is configured to display the config only if a capital
Y is issued.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/eem/command/eem-cr-book/eem-cra2.ht
ml
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